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This is GAIA
Your first login.

Exploring the map
The GAIA map includes some basic controls to 
move, zoom and orient the map. 
Moving around the map is as simple as a left click 
and drag to reposition the map in your browser 
window. Right click and drag will rotate the map.

Map Controls
Other controls can be found in the bottom right of 
the window : 
 Re-orients map to true north.
 Center the map to your location
 Zoom in
 Zoom out

At the bottom left of the window, you are able to 
toggle between Satellite or Street map modes by 
clicking this button :
 

When you log into GAIA for the first time, you will 
be shown the blocks and area of our “Demo 
Organisation”. 

This view shows the default map view with the 
blocks associated with the organisation outlined 
in green. For this quick start guide, we will be 
using these blocks to explain some of the core 
features available in your GAIA account.

OR
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National Scan Blocks
Viewing and accessing the database.

If you have access to National Scan blocks, (see 
our other guides for confirming your access 
eligibility) these will show on your map view as a 
blue overlay.

When the map is zoomed out further, regional 
areas will show up as a blue overlay while areas 
with national scan block will show as purple 
hotspots. Green areas indicate blocks belonging 
to your organisation(s).  

More information on blocks
Clicking on a National Scan block will bring up 
information in the left panel on the screen. This 
includes state, zone, region, scan source and area 
information. Also included, is functionality to 
“Copy” the block to your organisation.

Adding a National Scan Block to 
your Organisation.
Your organisation begins with no blocks included. 
Start by selecting blocks from the national scan 
to your account. When a national scan block is 
selected, “Copy” functionality will appear : 

From the drop down menu labelled “Copy to 
organisation” select the organisation you want to 
copy the block to : 

Once selected, click the “Copy” button. The block 
will now show up with a green border as part of 
your organisation’s blocks.
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Organisation Blocks
Understanding your blocks.

Blocks that have been added to your organisation 
will show up in GAIA with a green border. These 
are clickable and will have more information 
available for you.

Clicking an organisation block will show 
information in a panel on the left of your screen.

There are key differences between organisation 
blocks that have been added to a paid 
subscription and those for which no subscription 
exists. 

See below for the differences and please contact 
a GAIA representitive regarding your subscription 
options. 

Details for imagery access 
are explained later in 
this guide (Page 6)

Unsubscribed Blocks Subscribed Blocks
NDVI & high resolution 
satellite imagery is 
available, however you will 
need to contact an account 
manager or GAIA 
representitive for your 
organisation. Account 
manager details can be 
found under the “My 
Account” menu item.

NDVI & high resolution 
imagery is available and 
can be viewed by selecting 
“Colour” or “NDVI” under the 
required year for imagery.
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Block Details
Geographic and basic imagery overview information for the selected 
block is visible in this section. For advanced users and data 
integration, GAIA JSON data is available by clicking “show more”.

Block Name
The block name defaults to “’[Organisation Name] Block', this can be 
changed to suit your desired name for the block

Historical Imagery
It is possible to view  imagery over time and make comparisons. 
Available imagery is shown here as links under dates where imagery 
exists. The satellite and resolution information is displayed under 
the date. 

To view the desired imagery, click on either “Colour” or “NDVI” under 
the date and information panel. Your selected imagery will then 
show in your selected block.

Notes
Basic text notes can easily be added to your block by clicking the 
“Edit Notes” button. This will display a text box where any existing 
notes can be edited. When you have finished editing, select “Save” to 
commit your edits or “Revert” to discard any edits you have made. 

Sub-Block Layers
GAIA allows you to add further detail to your blocks as drawn 
subdivisions on the existing area. This can include Planting (varietal 
& year), and irrigation information. See further in this guide for 
details, (Page 8). 

Boundary
You can adjust the boundary of the added blocks using this tool. See 
further in this guide for details, (Page 10).

Delete
When you delete a block from your organisation in GAIA you will 
lose any notes, sub-block info or boundary edits you may have 
made. Please double check the confirmation popup when you select 
this option.

Block Detail and Editing
Using the blocks in your organisation.
Selecting a block within your organisation will activate a panel to the left of the screen with further 
information and functional options.
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GAIA Imagery
Accessing GAIA’s image options from your account.

Two ways to access imagery in GAIA
GAIA offers two types of high resolution imagery, 
Satellite colour photographs and NDVI 
(Normalized Difference Vegetation Index).

There are also two ways to view this imagery:

Whole organisation

To see the most recent imagery across all the 
blocks added to your organisation, you can use 
the toggle buttons available in the lower right of 
your screen :

 Toggle NDVI imagery across organisation 
 blocks. This will show only the most recent 
 NDVI for all the blocks available in your 
 subscription.

 

 Toggle high resolution satellite imagery 
 across organisation blocks. This will show 
 only the most recent photography for all the 
 blocks available in your subscription. 

Individual Blocks

Selecting an individual block by clicking on it 
reveals imagery options for that block. This 
includes historical imagery and will allow you to 
see the photos and data from previous image 
releases.
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Viewing historical imagery for 
individual GAIA blocks
Viewing imagery on an individual block instead of 
across the whole organisation allows for the 
option to view historical data.

Options for imagery on individual blocks appears 
in the left hand panel when a subscribed block is 
selected on the map by clicking on it. 

In the panel titled 
“Historical 
Imagery”, the 
dates that 
available imagery 
was captured 
from satellites 
are listed.

Viewing the 

imagery is as simple as clicking on either “Colour” 
or “NDVI” under the date desired.

Once imagery is selected, the panel will change to 
reflect the clicked option and the imagery will 
display over the map area.

Colour imagery selected

NDVI imagery selected
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Sub-Blocks
Adding rich information to your GAIA blocks.

Creating GAIA Sub-Blocks
In GAIA, sub-blocks are a way to add further 
information, and sub-divide your block. 
Information contained in sub-block layers is most 
commonly planting (varietal & year) details. 
However any information can be added as shown 
below.

To create a new sub-block, you will need to have 
an organisation block selected with the left hand 
panel showing.

You will be able to click on the “Add Sub-Block” 
button to reveal initial options on which layer or 
“Plan Type” your new sub-block should be added 
to.

Plan Type
By default, GAIA includes 
options for the most commonly 
used layer groups of “Planting” 
and “Watering” but you can 
type any layer title in the “Plan 
Type” field. 

Block Details
Once you have selected or 
created your “Plan Type”, GAIA 
will then prompt you to 
complete details related to 
what you have selected. We 
have some pre-set fields for 
“Planting” and “Watering”.Other 
types will have basic fields.
Complete the fields by either 
selecting options from any 
presented drop-down menus or 
typing your information.
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Drawing your Sub-Block boundary
Once you have input information for all required 
fields in the form, the “Draw Sub-Block” button will 
become active.

Clicking this will activate “Draw Mode”.

While in draw mode, click 
anywhere on the map to 
begin creating your 
sub-block area. Beginning, 
or drawing outside the 
block boundaries is 
recommended as GAIA will 
automatically crop your 

draw area to the block boundary.

Keep clicking to add more 
corners or “points” to your 
sub-block boundary.

To complete your 
boundary, either click on 
the first point you created 
or double click. This will 
close your shape and 
prompt you to “Finish” on 
the left panel.

Clicking “finish” in the left 
hand panel will save your 
sub-block and make it 
available to view and edit 
in the map view.

Editing Sub-Blocks 
Editing a sub block will make all fields and 
boundaries available for changing.

 To view all sub-blocks for your 
 organisation across every block that is 
 added to your subscription, click this 
 button in the lower right of the map view.

 You will be prompted to select from the 
 available “plan types” or layers from a 
 pop-up dialogue box. Select the type you 
 want to view and the sub-blocks will 
 appear as an overlay on the map. 
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Block Boundaries
Creating new blocks and editing existing boundaries.

Creating a new GAIA block
If you need to create a block for your account, you 
can do so quite easily by clicking on the map 
where you would like to add your new block and 
following the steps below.

Once you have clicked outside of a national scan 
or organisation block, a marker will appear on the 
map and the options to “Create” a block will 
appear in the left panel.

To begin creating a new block you will need to 
select which organisation the block will be added 
to and then click on the “Draw Block” button.
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Drawing and editing GAIA blocks
Drawing a boundary
Once you have clicked the “Draw Block” button, 
GAIA will open drawing mode.

To begin creating the boundary for your new 
block, click on the map at any corner of the block 
you wish to create. This will mark the first “point”.

Continue clicking at different corners of your 
block to define the block boundary. When the 
block is completely enclosed in a red outline you 
can either double click to mark the last point or 
click on the first point again to close the 
boundary.

Once the boundary is closed, the “save block” 
button will become active. Click to commit your 
block to your selected organisation.

Once “saved”, your newly created block will show 
with a green outline and be selectable as any 
other block in your organisation.

Editing a boundary
The same drawing tools used to create a new 
block are also used to edit a boundary. This 
function is available in the left hand panel when 
an organisation block is selected on the map.

Once you have clicked the “Adjust Boundary” 
button, GAIA will open drawing mode with the 
selected block highlighted.

Each of the points can be dragged to a new 
position.

Additional points can be added by clicking and 
dragging on the smaller markers between existing 
points.
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Editing a boundary cont.

When you are happy with the new area enclosed 
by the red outline, select the “Save” button to 
commit the new boundary. The “Revert” button 
will exit drawing mode without saving any of the 
edits made.

Once “saved”, your edited block will show with a 
green outline and be selectable as any other block 
in your organisation.

Deleting a block from your 
subscription.
If you no longer need access to the imagery, 
notes, sub-block layers or boundary information 
for any block in your organisation you can delete 
it by selecting the block so that the left panel is 
displayed.

The last item in the panel is the delete button. 
With the block selected, click the button.

A confirmation dialogue will display over the map 
to ensure deletion is required. Press the “Delete” 
button in the dialogue to permanently remove this 
block and all of it’s associated data from your 
organisation.
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For any further information about 
using GAIA or support queries, 
please contact us at 
support@projectgaia.ai

To enquire about the product, 
arrange a demo or speak with 

a sales consultant, 
please contact us at 
gaia@projectgaia.ai

Welcome to GAIA
https://projectgaia.ai


